1. An involution in a ring A is a mapping a-^a* (a(Ei;A) such that a**=a, (a+b)*=a*+b*, (ab)* = b*a*. An element a&A is (1) normal if a*a=aa*, (2) self-adjoint if a*=a, (3) unitary if a*a=aa* = l (1= unity element of A). We say that "Fuglede's theorem holds in A" incase the relations a(E.A, a normal, b^A, ba=ab, imply ba* = a*b; briefly, A is an FT-ring.
It follows from a theorem of B. Fuglede that the ring A of all bounded operators in a Hilbert space (hence any adjoint-containing subring thereof) is an FT-ring [3, Theorem I] . For this ring, C. R. Putnam obtained the following generalization [9, Lemma] : if ai, a2 are normal, and bai=a2b, then ba*=a*b. A ring with involution, in which the latter theorem holds, will be called a PT-ring.
We denote by An the ring of all nXn matrices x = (a(j), a,j^A, provided with the "conjugate-transpose" involution x* = (af,).
Theorem 1. If A2 is an FT-ring, then A is a PT-ring.
Proof. Suppose ai, a2 are normal elements of A, and bai=a2b. in A2is involutive; that is, the relations y^_A2, yx = xy, imply yx*=x*y.
A ring A with involution is said to satisfy the square root axiom [6, Chapter VII] in case: given any a^A, there exists a self-adjoint element r such that r2=a*a, and such that r is in the double commutant of a*a (that is, the relation b(a*a) = (a*a)b implies br = rb). Examples:
any C*-algebra (see [7, Theorem 26A] ); the regular ring of a finite AW*-algebra [l, Corollary 6.2]. Suppose A is a ring satisfying the SR-axiom, and a(EA is invertible.
Write u=ar~1, where r is the self-adjoint described above; clearly u*u=uu* = 1. The factorization a = ur is called a "polar decomposition" for a. If A is the ring of all bounded operators in a Hilbert space, and a\, a2€£A are similar normal operators, then ai, a2 are unitarily equivalent by Example 1 and Theorem 3 (see [9, Theorem I] ). The argument works just as well for A any C*-algebra, the point being that the elements implementing the similarity and unitary equivalence are to be drawn from A.
A ring A with involution is said to possess a trace if there exists a mapping a->tr(a) of A into some abelian group, such that (1) tr(o+6)=tr(a)+tr(6), Proof. Since An also has a trace, defined for a matrix x = (o<y) by the formula tr(x) = X" tr(c«), it will suffice by Theorem 1 to show that A is an FT-ring. Suppose x is normal, and yx=xy. It must be shown that z=yx* -x*y is 0. We learned the ensuing argument for this from I. Kaplansky. One has 23* = yx*xy* -yx*y*x -x*yxy* + x*yy*x = yxx*y* -yx*y*x -x*xyy* + x*yy*x = xyx*y* -yx*y*x -xx*yy* + x*yy*x.
Since tr(xyx*y*)=tr(yx*y*x), and tr(xx*yy*)=tr(x*yy*x), one has tr(zz*) =0, hence z = 0. Example 4. Let Q be the ring of all real quaternions a = a+fii+yj + Sk, with involution a* =a -fii-yj -Sk. One has a*a = aa* =a2+fi2 +72 + 82, so that incidentally every element of Q is normal. Set tr(a)=a.
It results from Theorem 4 that Qn is a PT-ring. This is Putnam's theorem for finite-dimensional quaternionic Hilbert space, and raises the analogous question for infinite dimension.
Example 5. Let A be a homogeneous AW*-algebra of finite order n, so that A =Zn, where Z is the center of A. Let C be the regular ring of A, W the regular ring of Z; we may identify W with the center of C [l, Theorem 9.2]. Now, W has the properties in Example 3 [l, Lemma 3.4] ; since C=Wn [2, concluding remark (2)], it follows that C has a PF-valued trace. Thus C is a PT-ring. See Theorem 5 for the generalization to A of finite Type I.
Lemma. Suppose A is the C*-sum of a family (A i) of finite A W*-algebras, C is the regular ring of A, and C* is the regular ring of Ai. Then C is the complete direct sum of the GV Proof. According to [5, §2] , A is the set of all families a = (at) with o,G^4 and ||a;|| bounded; the operations in A are coordinatewise. One knows from [5] that A is an AW*-algebra, and is clearly of finite class, so that we may speak of its regular ring C.
Let D be the complete direct sum of the C,-. That is, D is the set of all families x = (xt) with x^d, with the coordinatewise operations. By an easy coordinatewise argument, one sees that D is regular. It must be shown that D -C.
We may identify A as an involutive subalgebra of D. We shall prove D = C by verifying the criterion of [l, §11 ] . Suppose x, y, z^D, and x*x+y*y+z*z = l. Then x*Xi+y*yi+z*Zi = l for all i, hence x,-, yit z{ G-4t-; since these elements all have norm gl, one has x, y, z(EA.
Theorem 5. If A is a finite AW*-algebra of Type I, its regular ring C possesses a center-valued trace. In particular, C is a PT-ring.
Proof. Write A as the C*-sum of a family (A/) of homogeneous algebras, and let d be the regular ring of Ai. By the Lemma, C is the complete direct sum of the C,-. It follows at once that the center W of C is the complete direct sum of the centers Wi of d. According to Example 5, C, has a WVvalued trace. Then (X*)->(tr xi) defines a W-valued trace on C, thus C is a PT-ring by Theorem 4.
It is reasonable to suppose that C is a PT-ring, for any finite AW*-algebra A; in any case, since A2 is AW* with regular ring C2 by [2], it would suffice by Theorem 1 to show that C is an FT-ring.
Corollary.
A, C as in Theorem 5. If Zi, z2 are similar normal elements of C, they are unitarily equivalent.
Proof. Cis a PT-ring, with square root axiom [l, Corollary 6.2]; quote Theorem 3.
It results from the corollary that if two normal elements are similar via an unbounded element, they are already similar via a bounded (even unitary) element; in particular, a normal bounded element cannot be similar to a normal unbounded element. Normality is essential here, as is shown by the following example due to Jacob Feldman: Example 6. Let A be the C*-sum of denumerably many copies of the algebra K2 of 2 X 2 complex matrices. A may be represented as the algebra of all functions n->f(n) (n = l, 2, 3, • ■ • ), with/(«)£7£2, ||/(w)|| bounded, and operations pointwise. Since K2 is its own regular ring, the regular ring C of A is the algebra of all functions n-+f(n) with f(n)£zK2. Consider the functions/, g, hEC defined by
for all n, one has hfh~1=g. Thus / and g are similar in C, even though / is bounded (i.e., is an element of A) and g is not bounded.
2. More on the regular ring. Throughout, C denotes the regular ring of a finite AW*-algebra A (of unrestricted type).
If x£C, and RP(x) = 1, then x is invertible. For, Cx = C [l, Corol- Corollary. Suppose A has the property that every increasingly directed family of self-adjoint elements, which is bounded above, has a least upper bound. Then C has the same property.
Proof.
For ease of notation, we write the proof for sequences. Suppose XiGC are self-adjoint, xi^x2^x3^ • • • , y(EC is selfadjoint, and x,^y ior all i. Adding -Xi throughout, we can assume 0 Sxi^y. Lemma. Let z<ElC be normal, and suppose there exists a complex number X such that z -X has an inverse in A. Then the relations a^A, az=za, imply az*=z*a.
Proof. (We are assuming, so to speak, that the "resolvent set" of z is nonempty.) Suppose a£A, az=za. Then a(z-X) = (z-\)a, and z-X is normal. Changing notation, assume z invertible, z-1£.4, az = za. Then z-1a = az~x, hence by Fuglede's theorem a(z_1) * = (z"1) *a, a(z*)~x = (z*)~xa, z*a=az*.
Theorem
7. Let zGC be normal, and write z = x+iy with x and y self-adjoint. Suppose there exists a real number a such that x -a (or y -a) has an inverse in A. Then the relations a^A, az = za, imply az*=z*a.
Proof. Passing to iz if necessary, we may suppose that it is x-a which has a bounded inverse. Then A self-adjoint x£C is semi-bounded in case there exists a real number P such that either x^/3 or x^/3. For instance if x£yl is selfadjoint, then xg||x||.
If x is semi-bounded, say x^/3, then setting a = P~ 1, one has x -aztl, hence x -a has a bounded inverse (Theorem 6, and Lemma 5.1 of [l]). Thus:
Corollary.
Let z£C be normal, and write z = x+iy, with x and y self-adjoint. Suppose either x or y is semi-bounded. Then the relations a(E.A, az=za, imply az* = z*a.
If A has a trace (e.g. if A is Type I, or is a finite PF*-algebra), it is clear that the relations a(£A, a*a^aa*, imply a*a = aa*. We do not know if every finite AW*-algebra A has this property, but whenever A does, so does C; Theorem 8. Suppose the relations a^A, a*a^aa*, imply a*a =aa*. Then the relations x£C, x*x^xx*, imply x*x = xx*.
Proof. Suppose x*x^xx*. Write x = ur, r^O, u unitary [l, Corollary 7.4]. Then x*x = r2, and xx* = ur2u*=u(x*x)u*.
Setting s=x*x, t = xx*, we have O^s^t, and s, t are unitarily equivalent. Set o = (l-r-s)_1, c = (l+t)~1; clearly 6, c are unitarily equivalent, in fact usu*=t yields ubu* = c. Moreover b\\c by Theorem 6, and b, c^_A [1, Lemma 5.1]. Set a = bll2u*. Then aa* = bll2u*ub1/2=b^c = ubu* = a*a. By the hypothesis on A, aa*=a*a, hence b = c, and this leads to s = t.
Corollary
1. Suppose the relations aE.A, a*a^aa*, imply a*a = aa*. If x£C, and x commutes with x*x, then x is normal.
Proof.
By assumption xx*x = x*xx. Right-multiplying by x*, xx*xx* = x*xxx*. Setting r=x*x, s = xx*, we have rSgO, s^O, and s2 = rs. In particular rs is self-adjoint, so that rs=sr. Hence by uniqueness of positive square roots, s = (s2)ll2 = (rs)ll2=r1/2s1'2 (see [l, remarks following Definition 6.3]). Then 0 g (r1/2 -s1'2)2 = r -2r1,2sll2+s = r -2s+s = r -s, thus O^s^r.
That is, xx*^x*x, hence xx*=x*x by Theorem 8.
Remark. In an infinite algebra B, choose x£.B with x*x = l but xx*t^I. Then x commutes with x*x, but is not normal.
2. Suppose the relations a£^4, a*a^aa*, imply a*a = aa*. Then every triangular normal matrix in Cn is diagonal. is a normal element of C3. From the 1-1 position in the relation z*z=zz*, one has a*a = aa*+bb*+cc*, thus a*a -aa* = bb*+cc*^0 [l, Theorem 6.1], aa*^a*a. By Theorem 8, aa*-a*a, hence 6 = c = 0 [l, Lemma 3.4] . Inspection now of the 2-2 position similarly yields e = 0. The case for general n is an obvious induction.
Remark. If B is an infinite algebra, there exists a normal (even unitary) matrix in B2 with b^O. For, choose a partial isometry a(^A with a*a = l, aa*=e.9^l, and set 6 = 1 -e, c = a*.
Addenda. (1) I am indebted to J. Dixmier for calling my attention to the references [4] and [8] .
(2) Recently M. Rosenblum has given a beautiful proof of the Fuglede-Putnam theorem; for bounded operators, the proof is nonspatial (see [l0] ).
